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Abstract

This study focuses on quality in a Learner Generated Content (LGC). The main objective is to identify and
describe the criteria supporting the quality of the creation of content by those learners working together in
an  online  environment.  Contrasting a  literature  review and learners’  perception,  we  propose  a  quality
criteria framework for LGC organized in three clusters: content, format and process. Emphasis on both
process  and  end  product  highlights  the  LGC’s  twofold  intention  of  being  useful  as  a  creative  new
pedagogical  strategy  and as  a  way to  share  educational resources  imbued with  the  learner’s  voice  and
perception.
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Introduction

Experts in the field of education claim that fulfilling current educational needs require strong modifications
in the traditional roles of educational agents. That is, rethinking the educational space and envisaging new
roles for both  teachers and students (Lynch, 2002, Richardson and Swan, 2003).  For this  situation to
change, some issues appear to be relevant: active learning, collaboration, creativity and using technology to
enhance  learning.  The  common  element  in  all  cases  is  quality,  which  should be  commonplace  in  all
educational experiences.

Learning through Learner Generated Content

In  an  online  learning context,  student activity  becomes  a  key  element.  According to  Bonwell  &  Eisen
(1991:2), students’ active learning can be defined as instructional activities involving “students doing things
and thinking about what they are doing”. Research on educational technology highlights ICT’s privileged
position  in  the  promotion  of  active  learning  opportunities  (Williams  &  Chann,  2009)  as  well  as
collaboration among students. According to this, the online learner is not a passive agent anymore. This
also implies a change in the teachers’ role, becoming a “guide on the side” (Palloff & Pratt, 2001), a mentor
or facilitator of the said process.

The introduction of ICT in education has not only changed student and teacher roles, but also the context
in which learning takes place. Conole (2008) emphasizes speed and immediacy as the main characteristics
of today’s digital environment and at the same time, the ability to access a vast amount of information at
the click of a mouse. The author also mentions as part of this new learning landscape the multiplicity of
communication channels and social networks. These new features shape the context in which learning
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takes place nowadays.

Starting from this situation, students’ relationship with knowledge is being significantly challenged: they
are becoming active participants in the creation of educational content primarily facilitated by the so-called
Web 2.0 (O'Reilly, 2005), which provides vast availability and variety of tools that support the educational
process. Web 2.0 is seen as a trend in technology innovation that increases participation and promotes
bidirectional communication. Users are not limited to reading or viewing. Instead, they are encouraged to
increase their level of involvement by producing and publishing their own content through simple tools
(Dans, 2009). There is no doubt about it that in the Web 2.0 context, we are witnessing a change in the role
of users who now becoming the true “protagonists” of a process that includes active reading and creative
writing (Balagué & Zayas, 2007; Cabero et al., 2009). Applying the description of this new reality to the
educational  context  signifies  recognizing  the  learner  “as  an  active  constructor  of  learning  materials
(co-creator), personal learning environments and initiator of his or her own learning processes” (QMPP,
2009:32).

The web 2.0 framework and the concepts associated with social software are favoring the emergence of new
open virtual learning environments for higher education (Shirky, 2003). The use of open and collaborative
tools  like  blogs,  wikis,  social  bookmarking,  podcasts,  video  channels,  etc.  is  becoming an  increasingly
feasible  alternative  to  reshape  the  traditional  e-Learning  scenario  that  is  currently  based  on  closed,
proprietary, institutionalized systems (Grodecka et al., 2008). At the same time, Web 2.0 tools and social
software increase collaboration, communication and knowledge production (Rhoades, Friedel, & Morgan,
2009).

As part of the web 2.0 social phenomenon, the concept of what knowledge means and how it is created is
significantly changing. In this sense, Franklin & Harmelen (2007) note that Net users take advantage of
the web as a platform to generate, re-purpose, and consume shared content. This is what some authors call
“wisdom of the crowds”, or in other words, “that user-generated content and mass participation enable new
ways of co-constructing ideas” (Conole, 2008). As other authors observe, the debate over both what we
teach and how we teach it is being reshaped by the UGC movement (Lee & McLoughlin, 2007).

Given that the term "User" in the notion of UGC refers to a broad set of actors and contexts, this paper
adopted the concept "Learner Generated Content" (LGC) since our focus of content generation develops
within  an  educational setting.  Learner generated content is  a  relatively  new concept that is  still  being
explored.  The  notion  of  LGC  entails  two  main  features:  the  context  of  content development within  a
learning situation, and the direct implication of learners in their elaboration. LGC relates to the notion of
student “performance” content which is dynamically generated by students within the process of learning
(Boettcher, 2006). It may include “completed project/assignment work or deliverables (i.e. end products)
as  well  as  evidence  of  the  process  of  learning,  such  as  successive  drafts  of  solutions,  descriptions  of
mistakes made, or difficulties encountered” (Lee & McLoughlin, 2007).

Creativity and online learning

According to Cebrián (2011), creativity and innovation are becoming key values for the development of the
current  society.  Starting  from  the  conceptualization  about  creativity  (among others,  Herrmann,  1996;
Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Ardaiz-Villanueva et al., 2011; Cebrián, 2011), novelty and originality stand out as
defining elements. According to Vidal (2009:414), “creativity occurs when a person (or a group) makes a
change in a domain, a change that will be transmitted through time”.

Vidal (2009) identifies four essential skills  that determine creativity:  a) Fluency (or fluidity in terms of
Ardaiz-Villanueva et al., 2011), as the ability to generate or produce multiple problems, ideas, alternatives
or solutions; b) Flexibility or the ability to process ideas or objects in many different ways given the same
stimulus; c) Originality, that is, getting away from the obvious and commonplace or breaking away from
routine bound thinking or,  in other words, to produce something new or unique (Cubukcu  & Dündar,
2007; George, 2007, quoted by Ardaiz-Villanueva et al., 2011); and d) Elaboration, associated to content
structuring.

Ardaiz-Villanueva  et  al.  (2011)  highlight  that  creativity  is  not  free  in  terms  of  teaching  but  it  can  be
enhanced by addressing these skills. For this to happen, it is important to take into account two elements.

On the one hand, diverse sets of technological tools can be used to support individual as well as group
creativity (Ardaiz-Villanueva et al.,  2011). In the Web 2.0 context, creative development possibilities are
increased by a number of features: mashingup, embedding, syndication, personalization,…

On the other hand, the pedagogical proposal can promote or stifle creativity. Groth & Peters (1999) suggest
that “discovered” learning –as opposed to “taught” learning- could improve creativity and innovation. Open
proposals are also relevant in this  sense. At the same time, it is  important that these proposals will be
creative in themselves.

Quality issues in a Learner Generated Content scenario

The active, open and creative nature of online learning does not mitigate the need to reflect on quality
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issues. Indeed, content creation by learners using Web 2.0 tools is not free in terms of quality. Educational
activities oriented towards the generation of content should also consider quality assessment and not just
constrained to content and furthermore, being opened to the entire process of collaborative construction of
new knowledge.

According  to  QMPP  (2009:34),  “in  eLearning  2.0,  quality  cannot  be  tied  to  the  evaluation  of  a
pre-determined learning environment or learning contents produced by an expert. It is not just reception
but active participation which is most important, and thus brings to light the question of how far a learning
scenario  stimulates  the  creation  of  individual  personal  learning  environments,  the  compilation  of
individual learning contents and sharing them with others”. This situation, however, raises an important
need: to highlight and rethink quality criteria. Ehlers (2009:296) states in this sense that “even though the
question  of  quality  had  already  been  controversially  discussed  when  e-learning  1.0  appeared  on  the
market; e-learning 2.0 creates even more insecurity”. Liu & Johnson (2005) argue that the accelerating
quantity and complexity of online resources focus attention on their inconsistent quality.

Responding to the fact that the vast amount of socially produced content is available online, an increasing
number of researchers are addressing the issue of quality in their elaboration within the context of learning
situations.  This  is  the  case  of  the  on-going  European  project  Content  Creation  through  Dialogue  in
Education  (CONCEDE).  Among  its  objectives,  include  the  development  of  a  quality  framework  for
UGC/LGC. As part of this initiative, we present a preliminary quality criteria approach for LGC by looking
at those related to creativity.

Methodology

This paper outlines and describes criteria for supporting the quality of content creation by learners working
together  in  an  online  environment.  Starting  from  an  interpretative  research  approach,  we  adopt  a
qualitative point of view.  Based on these considerations, we have used the case study (Stake, 1998, Yin,
2003) as a way to develop our study.

Scenario

The educational environment, which becomes the general scenario of our research, is the Open University
of Catalonia Virtual Campus. The UOC is a fully online university, with a Virtual Campus where all learning
activities and communication take place. The average profile of the UOC student is an adult, aged between
25 and 40 who works more than 30 hours a week.  

Our study  is  carried out  within  the  “ICT competences” course  of  the  Social  Education  undergraduate
program. The 6 classrooms of this course were involved in the study. The average number of students in
each classroom is about 60. “ICT competences” (6 ECTS) is a cross-curricular course common to all UOC
undergraduate programs. Its main objective is to initiate students in the use of ICT for learning purposes
and to gradually support the development of  a specific competence  defined by the UOC: the “Use and
application of ICT in academic and professional development”. The course is recommended to be taken in
the first semester of the online program, at the first contact that the students experience with this new
learning environment.

As pointed out by Ardaiz-Villanueva et al. (2011:701), “several studies have provided evidence for the idea
that creative potential is improved in social environments where group work with freedom and autonomy
exists  or  in  settings  that  encourage  positive  attitudes  toward  creative  behavior  (Hunder,  Bedell,  &
Mumford,  2007;  Niu  & Sternberg,  2003)”.  The  “ICT competences” pedagogical  proposal starts  from a
creative approach and, at the same time, it takes into account the relevance of student activity as well as
collaboration processes and creative skills. Specifically, it is based on project-based learning, PBL (Han &
Bhattacharya, 2001; Railsback, 2002). Starting from the activeness and collaboration among students, the
PBL methodology influences their creativity and innovation development (Yang and Cheng, 2010).

The  students  form small  groups  of  3  to  4  participants  and choose  a  topic  of  interest  related to  their
discipline (Social Education). This topic is then discussed and collaboratively elaborated throughout the
learning process (LGC). As a result of this process, each group develops its own Virtual Project. Groups use
a wiki as the main tool in order to develop the content. The wiki was chosen by us as a tool which fosters
interaction in content creation as well as collaboration and an architecture for participation (Wheeler et al.,
2008)  within  a shared and openly  accessible  digital  space.  It also  facilitates  some features  in  order to
develop creativity.

The Virtual Project methodology involves 4 phases, each of which proposes a set of interrelated activities.
Across the different phases, students build their project within a wiki specific to each group and following
the stages shown in Figure 1. Student evaluation is based on continuous assessment, including self, peer
and tutor evaluation.
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Figure 1 Virtual Project steps (ICT competences course)

According  to  the  PBL  approach,  through  Virtual  Project  elaboration,  students  develop the  four  skills
associated to creativeness (fluency, flexibility, originality and elaboration). Indeed, the Virtual Project is
open in its proposal: starting from Social Education issues, students choose a topic which is organized and
developed in an original and own way for each group. This process is  also supported by wiki’ features,
which facilitates creativeness in its format by organizing the content, including visual aspects, embedding
objects..., i.e. fostering multiliteracy. Although the teacher provides some general guidelines, it is a creative
process  from  the  beginning  (choosing  the  topic,  organizing  the  group...)  to  the  end (developing  and
presenting the content). 

Data collection and analysis methods

The procedure for data collection and analysis developed in this paper is composed of the following phases:

Identification of quality criteria for LGC on the basis of a literature review on the matter. Given that
this is still an emerging subject, we have also considered other studies related to multimedia
resources. As a result of this process, we composed a list of quality criteria organized into three
categories: content, format and process. These criteria are intended for the drawing up of an LGC
quality framework.

1.

Exploration of students’ perception of quality content generated by themselves in relation to quality
criteria in LGC. This perception is based on their own experience. This process was conducted
through an online questionnaire. The questionnaire was voluntary, anonymous and
non-assessable. The questionnaire included three open questions associated to format, content and
process in LGC. These questions are presented in this paper.
The questionnaire was sent to 6 classrooms (378 students) and answered by 114 students.
Taking into account the data collected in this survey, the student profile involved in this study is
female (74.76%), between 26 and 35 (45.79%), who worked while taking the course (95.32%). Most
of them (86.91%) used the Net daily, beyond the activities related to the UOC. Before taking part of
the course, their domain of ICT was medium (53.27%) or low (36.44%).

2.

Contrasting and validating quality criteria based on the literature review with students’ perception.
The last step was to compare what students perceived from their own experience with the
established quality criteria from the literature review. This step was based on the open answers of
the questionnaire through a non-systematic coding but the identification of labels, annotations and
selection (Blaxter et al., 2000).

3.

Results

Boettcher (2006) posits that the key focus of LGC is on the process of content generation and knowledge
construction,  and  not  the  end  product  itself.  The  process’s  main  purpose  is  on  the  development  of
competences and the achievement of learning outcomes. This viewpoint emphasizes the learners’ benefits.
Nevertheless,  we have identified two complementary aspects  related to  the content itself  that raise  the
importance of the output or end product: towards the teacher, as concrete learning evidence for evaluation
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purposes,  and to  other learners  or the  public in  general,  as  an  information  source  for use  and reuse.
Output, besides learners’ learning and awareness of good content, is also concerned with content for reuse
(creating for others). Sener (2007) provides a collection of LGC examples as evidence that supports the
approach in terms of learning improvement, increasing learner engagement and added “lasting” value of
end products. This last feature is presented according to three different LGC reuse purposes: as a learning
resource for future learners, as a beta product useful for professional or societal further development, and
as  an output serving the  learner itself  (evidence  for their portfolio,  a resource  for the  elaboration of  a
byproduct like a journal article, and other publications).

Quality issues regarding LGC should then pay attention to both the process of content creation as well as
the output. A quality framework has been drawn up which focuses on these two dimensions (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 Dimensions of LGC quality framework

According to this general framework, we proceeded to disaggregate each of these dimensions into a series
of indicators organized into three clusters: process, content, and format.

The  development of  a  first  version  of  the  quality  framework  is  based on  literature.  Aware  of  the  non
existence  of  a  specific  quality  framework  for  LCG,  we  identified  neighbor  concepts  and  selected
authoritative  sources  developing quality  criteria  including articles  in  journals,  book  chapters,  but  also
university  guides  and  web  sites  on  the  matter  as  follows:  Learning  Resources  (Van  Assche,  2006), 
Multimedia Learning Resources (Leacock & Nesbit, 2007, from Nesbit & Belfer, 2004), Digital Learning
Resources (BECTA, 2007), Learning Materials at a Distance (Endean, 2003), e-Learning Materials (Ruiz,
Candler, & Teasdale, 2007), Course Materials (KMD, 2007), Learning Materials (University of California
Regents, 2004), Instructional Media (FGCU, 2006), Multimedia Learning (Clark & Mayer, 2008), Internet
Research  Sources  (Harris,  2010),  Internet  Resources  (Johnson&  Lamb,  2011),  Internet  Information
(Virginia Tech University Library, 2011), and Peer Production of eLearning (Ehlers, 2009). 

We then listed the criteria and classified them according to our three clusters and two dimensions of our
quality criteria structure organization. Specifically, we organized the quality criteria into these categories:
content, format and process (see Figure 3). These three categories as well as the linked indicators help in
practice  to identify to  what extent quality is  addressed in  a LGC from a holistic point of  view. It bears
mentioning that it does not have evaluation purposes but is rather a tool for supporting LGC development
in order to ensure quality from the process itself.
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Figure 3 quality categories and indicators for LGC

It is important to mention that it is a generic proposal: it includes all the items identified in the literature of
the  field.  Indeed,  depending  on  the  context  as  well  as  the  pedagogical  proposal  and the  educational
objectives, it can be referred or appreciated as relevant in the experience or not.

These criteria reflect how creativity is involved in LGC through PBL methodology and the skills that take
part in the process. Using italics, we highlight those indicators in which creativity plays an important role.

In the following sections, we address each category focusing on their definition as well as the voice of the
students (evidence).

Content

LGC content refers to the topic or issue that students develop. Many researchers highlight the importance
of quality criteria related to content in such processes (Leacock & Nesbit, 2007; Van Assche, 2006; BECTA,
2007; Endean, 2003; Ruiz, Candler & Teasdale, 2007; KMD, 2007; University of California Regents, 2004;
Harris, 2010; Johnson & Lamb, 2011; Virginia Tech University Library, 2011; FGCU, 2006; and Clark &
Mayer, 2008).

Table 1    shows some quality criteria associated with content in LGC.

CRITERIA DEFINITION EVIDENCE

Adequacy Adequacy  and  relevance  of  information  in
relation to the subject developed.

“Contents have to be focused on the topic”.

“Most  important  information must  be  selected
and prioritized”

Consistency Content and discourse consistency. “The project’s coherence is basic”.

“I  think  contents  have  to  be  related  to  the
project’s global concept”.

Organization Content organization and sequence. “The content  has to  be  properly laid out. If it’s
not  organized,  readers  cannot  understand  the
project  and they  can lose  interest  in going on
reading.”

“There has  to be an index with its sections””.

Reliability Accuracy  and reliability  in using information
sources.

“Information  resources  must  be  reliable  and
fact-checked”.
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“I always read the references in order to find out
where the information has been taken from”.

Thoroughness Thoroughness  and  correct  argumentation  of
statements and content.

“Thorough content”.

“Thoroughness in information processing”.

Agility Content presentation rhythm. “The  project  has  to  be  easy  to  read,  and  be
understandable”.

“Ensuring a dynamic reading”.

References Citations  and references,  including the  reuse
of UGC.

“References  are  important  to  show  where
information has been taken from”.

Information resources (...) being referenced”.

Argumentation Quality of the arguments developed. “When  all  information  is  gathered,  we  can
elaborate  the  content,  but  we  can’t  copy  and
paste  it.  It’s  necessary  to  write  a  new  text,
adding our ideas. Projects need our essence”.

“...arguments being constructively written”.

Currency Content is up-to-date. “Data was up-to date”.

“Current information sources”.

Recipient Adapting content to the recipient. “We  have  to  think  in  the  audience  of  our
projects”.

“Readers who have to read our projects have to
be taken into account”.

Summary Content synthesis capacity. “Projects  should  only  contain  useful
information”.

“The  lesser  the  quantity  of   information,  the
better!”.

Clarity Ease and simplicity of content understanding. “Expressions  and  writing  have  to  be  clear,
understandable and sexy”.

“content concise, without abstract thinking”

Style Communication style, including spelling. “Correct and stylish writing”.

“Reading can be easy with short sentences, clear
and well expressed ideas, ...”

Prospective How  content  encourages  the  generation  of
new content:  further  research on that  issue,
opening questions, formulating new questions,
providing clues to research, etc.

“Interesting content that promotes reflection”.

“Additional Information complementing project’s
content”.

License License  type  in  order  to  reuse  content
(CreativeCommons, GNU FDL, etc.).

(No evidence)

Dissemination Indexed in search engines,  embedding,  RSS,
Tweeter and /or Facebook, etc.

“Being based on dissemination maintaining the
seriousness and quality of the text”.

“Common language  based Projects  focusing on
working methods and dissemination (using ICT)
but not focused on content”.

Rating Assessment made by visitors (users). (No evidence)

Visits The number of visits. (No evidence)

Validation Explicit  validation and/or  evaluation process
(explanation  of  content  creation  process  as
well as validation. It should also include some
elements such as authorship, date, editing and

(No evidence)
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versions  date  and  context  where  it  is
developed).

 
Studying Table 1 in depth, there are some criteria that have not been taken into account by students as
relevant for content quality  in  LGC.  These  are  License,  Rating,  Visits  and Validation.  This  situation  is
probably related to the course proposal in itself, which omits these elements in response to the context in
which they occur.

However,  we observe  some trends which  are  considered essential,  being mentioned by most students.
These are Organization, Reliability, Summary, Clarity and Style. This is logical given that it is based on an
academic use of LGC. Hence, students value those criteria that facilitate easy location of information, in an
organized and synthetic way, which, in turn, provides reliability to their work.

As a result of this analysis, we conclude that students appreciate those elements that, from their point of
view, provide quality to project content. This perception is based on the context of the course and so they
are not aware of the value of their work beyond the course, i.e. its dissemination or reuse. However, it is
important to mention that students access to similar projects that are used as examples in order to build
their own.

Format

Format refers to those formal elements associated with the display of information. Literature in the field
also highlights some elements related to format for UGC quality (Van Assche, 2006; Leacock & Nesbit,
2007; BECTA, 2007; Ruiz, Candler & Teasdale, 2007; KMD, 2007; University of California Regents, 2004;
FGCU, 2006; Clark & Mayer, 2008).

Table 2    illustrates some quality criteria associated to LGC format.

CRITERIA DEFINITION EVIDENCE

Adequate The  format  is  consistent  with  the  content
presented.

“Visually attractive and adequate”.

Structure Sequence and clarity of the structure. “A  Wiki’s  well  distributed  structure  makes  it
understandable at first sight”.

“Visual aspects, navigability, structure, etc., are
important,  they  facilitate  reading  and
understanding.  Readers  can  analyze  different
parts of the wiki quickly and easily”.

Design Design and presentation. “A visually attractive design makes reading more
fun”.

“It  has  to  be  appealing  and  easy  to  read,
avoiding reader’s fatigue. Visual aspects are very
important”.

Diversity Images, links, graphs, multimedia, videos, etc,
and the proper treatment of those resources.

“Attaching all types of resources (photos, video,
etc.) to help project’s understanding, in order to
make reading clearer and more concise.”

“Adequate  paragraph  separation,  inserting
pictures and videos make reading more dynamic
and fun.”

Interaction
usability

Ease of navigation and access to all content. “Navigation  has  to  be  easy.  Readers  must
navigate  through  project’s  pages  without
thinking. If they have to think about how to read
the next sections, they lose concentration”.

“It’s  necessary  to  access  to  all  sections  in  no
more than 2 clicks”.

Typography Typographic  resources  used  (frames,  text
attributes, titles, etc.)

“The  use  of different  font  types, colors, bolds…
Facilitate and stimulates reading”

“Typography has to be clear and clean”.
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Resources Using the different resources provided by  the
tool (optimal use).

“Using more Web 2.0 tools”.

“Inserting  links  and other resources  will  make
wikis more attractive”.

Reuse Ease or degree of reuse of content format. (No evidence)

Features Features  to  facilitate  searching,  printing,
republishing  content, etc.

(No evidence)

Accessibility The degree to which content  can be used by
people of all abilities and disabilities.

“Content  has to  be  visual, easily accessible  and
synthetic. It has to be all clear and easy”.

“Visual and audio elements make content easier
to use for more people”.

Multiplatform Suitability  for different types of devices (web,
mobile, etc.).

(No evidence)

 
According to Table 2, students are not aware of the importance of the following criteria: Reuse, Features
and Multiplatform. Furthermore, Adequate criterion was referred by only one student. As in the case of
Content, the preliminary analysis of the results suggests that this is due to the subject approach in itself in
that it is more oriented towards project building than its diffusion: generated content by learners is for its
internal use only. 

Concerning those criteria associated with format that are perceived as relevant by students, we observe a
trend towards Structure, Design, Diversity, Interaction usability and Typography. This trend reinforces the
importance of visual aspects in LGC as well as usability concerns, which is also addressed by the course
proposal. In the ICT competences course, students are encouraged to take care of their projects from a
formal point of view in order to be attractive to recipients.

Process

Process refers to the dynamics of development, i.e. how students work together in the virtual environment
to  develop  the  LGC.  According  to  Van  Assche  (2006)  and  QMPP  (2009),  some  LGC  quality  items
associated with the process were defined. While some authors have suggested that process is a key element
to LGC, the literature review has shown that most of the quality criteria refer to content and format. In an
LGC scenario, we support the relevance of process in order to address quality in all dimensions.

Table 3    contains some LGC quality criteria associated with process.

CRITERIA DEFINITION EVIDENCE

Collaboration Content elaborating in a collaboration way (not
as a sum of parts).

“"It  is  important  that,  although  each  team
member has an assigned role  or task, everyone
can  give  their  opinion  in  order  to  enrich  the
process.”

“All group members have to contribute with their
ideas to the entire project and to other member’s
contributions”.

Critical Critical skills through the process. “Constructive criticism is basic in order to carry
out a common project”.

“A <<devil’s advocate>> is necessary to provide
criticism and help improve the projects”

Consensus Ability  to reach agreements in relation to any
aspect associated with the work group.

“It  is  necessary  to  reach  a  consensus  on
emerging  comments  and  ideas  during  the
process”.

“Group members need to  learn to  leave  behind
their  own  ideas  to  get  new  ones  through
consensus.”

Exchange Dialogue, exchange of different points of view
and constructive  criticism during the  content
elaboration process.

“…Exchange of opinions and discuss them”

“Debating  ideas  when  all  partners  share  their
opinions  in  order  to  focus  on  workload
uniformly.”

 

As we can see in Table 3, all criteria identified in the literature have been referred by students as relevant
criteria for the quality of LGC, with the exception of Reflection. However, and according to Ehlers (2009)
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and QMPP (2009) research, the ICT competences course provides an activity aimed at reflecting on the
development process of LGC for each of its four phases. Data analysis demonstrates that, while they not
considered “Reflection” as a quality criterion in itself, they do rely on it to make their ratings within the
survey. For example, a student says about the process referring to the group reflection activity:  “As we
commented in the group, we think (and I think) that the key elements in the process are: (…)”.

Technology criterion was referred by just one student. Given that the UOC is a fully virtual university, the
relevance of ICT is clearly important. This issue, however, deserves more investigation.  

Regarding  the  trends  in  students’  perception  of  the  quality  criteria  associated  with  the  process,  they
highlight Collaboration,  Consensus,  Effectiveness,  Involvement,  Equitability  and Attitude.  It should be
noted that, in this case, we see a better balance on the value they attached to these criteria. Again, this trend
is explained by the subject’s approach, focused on a very exhaustive way in how students develop their
projects.

Conclusions

We  have  chosen  to  reflect  on  creativity  aspects  of  open  educational  resources  not  only  from the  end
product itself but from the very process and context of creation. The learner generated content approach to
OER provides a rich setting to explore new ways in which knowledge may  be created, targeted and shared.
OER seen from an LGC perspective results in an innovative way to learn and to transcend the learning
situation.

We are currently implementing this new learning methodology of content generation by learners through
the use of web 2.0 tools. It is precisely because of the novelty of this approach, quality issues regarding
practices of the kind are still emerging. LGC that focuses on the learner experience and on output, either
for repurposing or reuse, should benefit from some guidelines that ensure both the quality of the process
and of the end product.

Being aware of the relevance of quality in LGC processes, we have identified a set of quality criteria from
neighbor concepts. Based on the literature and the concept of LGC, we have developed a quality criteria
proposal  organized into  three  categories  (content,  format  and process);  each  category  is  defined by  a
number of indicators. These indicators are useful in identifying to what extent quality is addressed in an
LGC from a holistic point of view.

As we suggest in the findings, many indicators of quality for LGC are related to creativity and especially
those  associated to  format  but  also  content  ones.  They  include  or  refer  to  some  skills  like  diversity,
flexibility, novelty, challenging, curiosity, inspiration, motivation to seek new ways or solutions, new ways
to meta learning, etc.

Process indicators provide less leeway to creativeness probably because the teacher has more control of this
in the “ICT competences” course. The ways of collaboration and group organization are maybe the most
creative elements in this sense.

The opportunity for each group to create its own project becomes a challenge in terms of creativity. It also
increases the variety of resources. “ICT competences” students are aware that their Virtual Project will be
shared with other students. In fact, all the projects constitute a repository which will serve as an example
for new “ICT competences” students. Beyond the UOC, other users on the Net may also make use of these
projects.  For these new students,  finding ways to improve them becomes a challenge and a motivating
issue.    

The results of this first study into the research and development of a quality framework for LGC provides
insights on the issue and add new elements that help define the continuity of this research. The traced path
includes: Firstly, revising the current quality criteria proposal according to the students’ perception and
introduce those elements emerging from the experience. In this paper, we have pointed out some quality
criteria that have not been taken into consideration by students. As we noted, this fact probably relates to
the course approach. However, it is important to mention that learners have referred to other criteria, such
as accessibility to content for example, that have not been directly addressed in the course object of study.
As a result of this process, we will develop and validate the quality framework, redefining and adding new
quality criteria for LGC.

Secondly, reorganizing the criteria establishing levels of inclusiveness and an index of relevance. This more
detailed but more operational quality framework should facilitate its implementation. It is intended to be
used as a support tool for the teacher at design time, when outlining the LGC methodology, as well as for
the learner at developing time, when elaborating the new content. In this sense, the quality criteria are
intended not only for evaluation purposes but mainly for scaffolding the generation of content.

Thirdly,  the quality criteria should also be supplemented with  an implementation guide that highlights
critical aspects of LGC output intended as an OER. The contrast between the literature review and the
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students’ perception has shown the need to be more explicit in aspects that make up an OER and from
which students seem to be not fully aware of. In general, those criteria which have not been mentioned by
the  students  are  associated with  LGC  use  beyond the  context of  the  course,  i.e.,  dissemination,  social
appraisal, and reuse.

Learning  through  ICT  increases  the  ways  to  enhance  creativity.  ICT  not  only  provides  a  number  of
resources or technologies with many opportunities but extends the variety and possibilities of pedagogical
proposals. LGC based on a PBL approach appears as a learning methodology serving learning purposes at
the same time that embraces the principles of OER by giving the learner the status of knowledge creator
and disseminator in a creative way. Quality issues presented in this paper point to supporting the task of
generating content to ensure reuse including aspects of reliability  and verifiability.
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